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ABSTRACT 
We describe a technique that permits the representation of the inverse of a matrix 
A with only one additional triangular array. Let L *A = U, with L lower and U upper 
triangular arrays of order N. Algorithms are presented that use A and L to compute 
the matrix-vector products A-’ * b and bT* A-’ with N2 multiplications and addi- 
tions. The array L can be computed, with N3/3 multiplications, with a technique that 
avoids the computation of U. Standard Gaussian elimination simultaneously computes 
L and U as follows: start with I* A = A, where I is the identity matrix; perform 
identical linear combinations of rows on I and on the right hand side array A; 
gradually transform I into L and A into U. At an intermediate stage, where A has not 
yet been fully triangularized, we have L’ *A = U’. L’ and u’ represent one of the pairs 
of arrays present before each linear combination of rows is performed. The key 
observation is that we only need two elements of u’ to compute each linear 
combination of rows of L’. Compute them with a scalar product of the appropriate 
rows of L’ and columns of A. Instead of storing the arrays U’, recompute their few 
needed elements whenever necessary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Having a nonsingular matrix A and a vector b, in order to compute 
A-’ * b and bT * A- ’ it is not necessary to form A-’ explicitly. Classical 
Gaussian elimination readily produces the factorization L * A = U, with L 
lower triangular and U upper triangular arrays. The resulting algorithm 
requires, for arrays of order N, N3/2 multiplications and an equal number of 
additions. L and U are then used to represent A-’ with N2 multiplications. 
A modification of the basic triangularization technique was introduced by 
Crout [l] in 1941. He showed it is possible to compute L-’ and U, instead of 
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L and U, with N3/3 multiplications. The arrays L-’ and U can then be used 
to represent A-’ with two back-substitutions. 
This paper presents a modification of the two procedures, CAWSS and 
CROUT, outlined above. The array A-’ is represented, also with N2 multiplica- 
tions, with arrays L and A. The array U is never explicitly needed. L is 
computed with N3/3 multiplications using a technique best described as 
“implicit triangularlzation”. The array U is never computed in its entirety. 
It is difficult to trace origins of a technique in a topic so pervasive as the 
solution of systems of linear equations. The search is further complicated by 
the fact that the method reported here can be interpreted as being “just a 
slightly different” factorization of the arithmetic performed during a standard 
Gaussian triangularization. Householder [5] presents an idea in Exercise 4 of 
Chapter 5, p. 142, with no apparent connections with triangular factoriza- 
tions. Various results leading to the same idea can be found in [14], [9], [12], 
[lo], [13] and, more recently, [4]. The common underlying theme failed to 
attract the attention of linear system solvers. For a state of the art survey up 
to 1976 see Duff’s [3] excellent review paper, and also Reid’s [ll] review. The 
theme either is hidden in some other context as in [S], [lo], [14], or computes 
the triangularizing array L in 0( N4) multiplications, as in [13], or does not 
show how to represent (AT)-‘, as in [4], [9], and [12]. 
Purcell’s 1953 paper [9] is the oldest reference we were able to find where 
the factorizations described here can be clearly discerned. Rabin’s 1972 paper 
[lo] contains an interesting computing time analysis of a method to solve 
linear systems making use of similar ideas. 
2. COMPUTATION OF THE TRIANGULARIZING ARRAY L 
Given an array A, we wish to compute a lower triangular array L such 
that L * A = U, with U upper triangular. The task is usually accomplished by 
performing linear combinations on the rows of A, gradually transforming it 
into the array U. The chain of linear combinations is recorded on a second 
array, obtaining L. The computations are organized by starting with the 
relation I * A = A, Z being the identity array. Identical linear combinations of 
rows are performed on the right-hand side array A and on the array I. A is 
transformed into U, and Z is transformed into L. At an intermediate stage, 
where A has not been fully triangularized, we have L’ *A = U’. L’ and U’ 
represent one of the pairs of arrays obtained after performing each linear 
combination of rows. 
The key observation to be made to achieve our goal of computing L, 
without also having to compute U, concerns which elements of all the 
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intermediate arrays U’ are actually used during the computations leading to 
L. To perform each linear combination of rows of L’, only two elements of 
some array U’ are needed. We need the element to be zeroed (~1,~) and the 
diagonal element pL;, i in the same column. Having L’ and A, an element pi, i 
of U’ is only a scalar product away. Compute it by picking the ith row of L’ 
and the ith column of A. It is quite remarkable that recomputing the needed 
elements of U’ whenever necessary, instead of just storing them, not only 
saves storage space but also reduces the total number of multiplications and 
additions to be performed in order to obtain L. Note that we could just 
perform GAUSS and then discard the array U. There are four basic choices on 
how to go about a triangularization. We can do linear combinations of rows or 
columns. We can zero elements one row or one column at a time. The choice 
for Algorithm L is: linear combinations of rows; zero one column at a time. 
The array L is also chosen so as to have ones on the main diagonal of U. 
With the exception of steps L3 and LA, in which we compute the 
elements of the phantom arrays U’ to be used in each linear combination of 
rows, Algorithm L closely matches a standard Gaussian elimination. It turns 
out that the array L can be neatly stored in the lower triangular part of A. 
The overlayed, and hence destroyed, elements of A are not needed to 
represent A-‘. Algorithm L executes N3/3 multiplications and an equal 
number of additions. 
ALGORITHM L (Computation of lower triangular array L). Given an 
array A, with elements ari,i, 1~ i, i G N, the algorithm replaces the elements 
with indices 1~ id i G N (the lower triangular part of A) with an array L 
such that L * A = U, U upper triangular with ones on the main diagonal. The 
remaining elements of A, with indices 1 G i ( i G N (the elements above the 
main diagonal) are left undisturbed. The array so prepared, A, is used as input 
for Algorithms T and P. 
Ll. [Initialize columns loop.] Set i + 1. 
L2. [Initialize rows loop.] Set i + i. 
L3. [Initialize scalar product.] Set k + 1. 
LA. [Compute scalar product.] If k = i then go to next step. Otherwise set 
(Yi,i*(Yii+(Yk,i*(Yik, increase k by 1, and repeat this step. (Steps I_3 
and L4 compute one element of the “phantom” array U.) 
L5. [Normalization step due?] Set k +- 1. If i # i go to step L7. 
L6. [Normalize.] If k = i set oi, i + l/ai, i and go to step LB. Otherwise set 
ai k + ai,k/cqi, increase k by 1, and repeat this step. (The ith diagonal 
element of the “phantom” array U is set to one.) 
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L7. [Compute linear combination.] If k = i set oi, i + - ai, i * ai, i and go to 
the next step. Otherwise set (Y~,~ + oi k - (Y~,~* ai,i, increase k by 1, and 
repeat this step. (Element pi, i of the “phantom” array U is set to zero.) 
L8. [Pick next row.] If j < N, increase j by 1 and go to step L3. 
LQ. [Pick next column.] If i -C N, increase i by 1 and go to step L2. 
Otherwise the algorithm terminates. 
3. COMPUTATION OF A-’ *b 
We wish to solve the linear system A * x = b, having A, b, and an array L 
such that L * A = U, with U upper triangular with ones on the diagonal. The 
computations alternate between two linear systems, namely L * A * x = L * b 
and A * x = b. Proceed as follows: Compute unknowns one at a time from the 
triangular linear system U* 1c = L * b; immediately after each unknown is 
obtained, eliminate it from A * x = b. To execute those steps it is not neces- 
sary to compute at once the whole product L * b. Only one component of the 
vector L* b is needed for each unknown. Also, once one unknown is com- 
puted, the back substitution step can be performed on the linear system 
A * x = b. Hence the array U and the product L * A is never needed. 
The following algorithm, Algorithm T, makes the preceding comments 
precise. 
ALGORITHM T (Post-multiplication of the inverse by a vector). Given a 
vector b, with elements &, 1 G i G N, and the array A, with elements cxi, i, 
1 s i, j G N, the algorithm replaces b by A-’ *b. A is obtained by applying 
Algorithm L to A. 
Tl. [Initialize main loop.] Set i + N. (As U is upper triangular, unknowns 
are computed starting with the last one.) 
T2. [Initialize scalar product.] Set i + 1, [ .+- 0. (Steps T2 and T3 compute 
the ith unknown, using U* x = L * b.) 
T3. [Compute scalar product.] If i G i then set ,$ + .$ + ai,i*bi, increase i by 
1, and repeat this step. 
T4. [Initialize linear combination.] Set i * 1. (Steps T4 and T5 eliminate the 
ith unknown from A * x = b.) 
T5. [Compute linear combination.] If i< i then set pi + pi - c* (Y~,~, in- 
crease i by 1, and repeat this step. 
T6. [Step main loop.] Set pi + .$. If i = 1, the algorithm terminates. Other- 
wise decrease i by 1 and go to step T2. (The ith unknown is stored; b is 
gradually replaced by A-’ *b.) 
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4. COMPUTATION OF br*A-i. 
We wish to solve the linear system A**x = b. We have, as before, A, b, 
and an array L such that L * A = U, with U upper triangular. Make x = LT * y. 
Then AT * L* * y = b and UT * y = b. We will compute y from the triangular 
linear system UT* y = b and then compute x = LT* y. The net result of 
computing the vector y by back substitution on U* y = b is equivalent to the 
computation of b - UT * y. As UT = AT * LT, this is in turn equivalent to 
the computation of b - AT * L* * y. Our game, as before, consists in avoiding 
the explicit use of the array U. 
Instead of computing AT * L* * y as (A* * L*) * y, requiring 0( N3) multipli- 
cations, compute it as AT * (L* * y), with only O(N’) multiplications. This 
second factorization also provides us with x = LT * y and with the solution to 
A** x = b. The following algorithm, Algorithm P, performs the required 
computations. 
Algorithms P and T have an operation count of N* (N - 1) additions and 
N2 multiplications. The technique used can be best described as an “implicit 
back substitution.” Algorithms P and T are quite similar. It does not, 
however, seem possible to unify them as two special cases of a single 
algorithm. Algorithm T can be considered a clone of Algorithm L. Conversely, 
it is possible to utilize Algorithm P to compute an array E such that A * L= 0, 
with Supper triangular. 
ALGORITHM P (Premuhiplication of the inverse by a vector). Given a 
vector b, with elements pi, 1 <id iV, and an array & with elements oi i, 
lci,i~N,thealgorithmreplacesbby(A-’)’*b.AisobtainedfromAt;y 
applying Algorithm L to A. 
Pl. [Initialize main loop.] Set i + 1. (As UT is lower triangular, unknowns 
are computed starting from the top.) 
P2. [Initialize scalar product.] Set j + 1, 4 + pi. (Steps P2 and P3 compute 
the ith unknown of the linear system A** LT* y = b.) 
P3. [Compute scalar product.] 
1, and repeat this step. 
If i< i then set 5 + 5 - ai, i *BiBi, ncrease i by 
P4. [Initialize linear combination.] Set it 1, pi + CQ, i * & (Steps P4 and P5 
gradually accumulate in b the product LT- y.) 
P5. [Compute linear combination.] If i< i then set Pi + Pi + 5* oi, I, in- 
crease i by 1, and repeat this step. 
P6. [Step main loop.] If i = N, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise increase 
i by 1 and go to step P2. 
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5. SOME COMMENTS ON SPARSITY 
The initial attempts to solve large scale linear systems of equations with 
digital computers quickly indicated the absolute necessity of paying close 
attention to their sparsity. In linear programming applications, [Z] and [B] 
report early experiments with the Product Form of the Inverse and the 
Elimination Form of the Inverse, trade names under which GAUSS and CROUT 
are known. In power distribution systems applications, the pioneering paper 
1151 is worth noting. Hundreds of additional references on the subject can be 
found in [3]. 
Heuristic procedures currently in use are designed to choose a permuta- 
tion of rows and columns of A with the aim of reducing the number of 
nonzeros either in both arrays L and U, or in both arrays L-’ and U. The 
algorithms presented in this paper imply that we can concentrate on reducing 
the number of nonzeros in only one array, namely L. The additional degrees 
of freedom resulting from ignoring the number of nonzeros in U should open 
up many interesting possibilities with respect to the choice of favorable 
permutations. 
It should also be noted that the array L need not be triangular for the 
method of solution employed by Algorithms P and T. Any array B such that 
B*A = U, with U triangular, will do. That is, we not only can choose a 
permutation of rows and columns of A, but also an upper triangular array u” 
so that the matrix B = U” * L is as sparse as possible. Results and examples in 
[6] indicate the array u” can be profitably chosen with simpie heuristics. It 
would be interesting to find a counterpart to [16] and verify whether the 
problem of finding a U” that minimizes the number of nonzeros in B is (or is 
not) NP-complete. 
The fact that L need not be triangular can be used to our advantage in 
another way. It is not hard to modify L, with 0( iV2) arithmetic operations, in 
order to reflect a change in one column of A. A column change in A will 
sprinkle nonzeros in U, destroying its triangularity. These nonzeros can be 
removed with appropriate linear combinations of rows. We can make these 
new nonzeros hug the main diagonal of U and hence obtain the desired 
computing time as follows: discard the column of A to be changed; squeeze 
together the remaining columns of A so as to remove the empty space; add 
the new column at the end of A to become the new last column. 
Algorithms L, P, and T show that, for the purpose of solving linear 
systems, triangularizing arrays are as good as inverses. We propose adopting 
the notation AL to indicate an array such that 
ALeA= L 
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with L unit lower triangular. Analogously, Au* A = U, with U unit upper 
triangular. 
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